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Following the Great East Japan Earthquake that

struck on March 11, the Japanese government is
more committed than ever to the spread of renew-

BOTH PHOTOS TADASHI AIZAWA

able energy.
In a speech that he made at the 50th Ministerial
Meeting of the OECD (Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development) held at the OECD
headquarters on May 25, Prime Minister Naoto Kan

Workers assemble solar panels on Ogijima island off
Kawasaki, Kanagawa Prefecture.
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said that the government would review Japan’s basic
energy plan and would take on four challenges: the

aims to lower the cost of solar power generation to
one third of its current level by 2020 and to one
sixth by 2030. Moreover, Japan aim to equip solar
panels on all the roofs of 10 million houses capable
of doing so.
A large solar energy generation project, named the
Mega Solar power generation project, is underway in
Ukishima and Ogishima, two artificial islands off the
coast off Kawasaki, Kanagawa Prefecture, next to
Tokyo. A solar plant occupying around 11 hectares
on Ukishima is slated to start operation in August.
The plant will be able to produce about 7,000 kW. A
solar plant that will be able to generate about 13,000
kW is scheduled to start operation on a plot of about
23 hectares on Ogishima in December. When completed, the two solar plants combined will become
one of the largest mega large solar plants in Japan in
terms of electric generating capacity.
To date, the Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan has announced plans to construct huge
solar plants in thirty places nationwide, including Kawasaki, with the capacity to generate about 140,000
kW in total. The electricity is equivalent to electricity
The Mega Solar power generation
project is close to completion on
Ukishima island off Kawasaki,
Kanagawa Prefecture.

used in about 40,000 households and will contribute
to a reduction of about 70,000 tons of CO2 (Some
power plants have already started operation.)
“Environmental learning facilities will be established
next to the Mega Solar on Ukishima. People will be

safety of nuclear energy, the environmental chal-

able to see the Mega Solar from there,” said a Kawa-

lenge of fossil fuels—that is, minimizing emissions of

saki city official in charge of the project. “Nowhere

carbon dioxide (CO2)—the practical use of renew-

else in the Tokyo area can a solar plant of this size be

able energy, and the potential of energy efficiency.

seen from such a short distance. We hope many

In association with the practical use of renewable
energy, he said Japan would engage in drastic tech-

people will study the mechanism of Mega Solar and
will feel closer to solar energy generation.”

nological innovation in order to increase the share of

Japan has started to take on challenges relating to

renewable energy in total electric power supply to at

next-generation energy, including solar energy, in a

least go beyond 20 percent by the earliest possible

range of forms. Our feature in this issue introduces

in the 2020s. As a first step for this purpose, Japan

some of the most recent examples.
Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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Geothermal power generation is increasingly being seen
as a viable new energy source. Japanese technology has
made significant contributions in the field for which it has
garnered global attention. The Japan Journal’s Ames
Pomeroy reports.

T

COURTESY OF FUJI ELECTRIC

Harnessing the World’s
Geothermal Reserves
In May 2010, Fuji Electric completed the
world’s largest single-unit power station
for generating geothermal power, in
Nga Awa Purua, New Zealand.

The heat that is released from the magma

is more

in the interior of Earth raises the temperature

t h a n

of subterranean water. The heated water is de-

10,000 MW and total global output for geo-

posited in geothermal reservoirs. Geothermal

thermal power will expand further over the

power generation refers to the process of drill-

next five years.

ing wells down into the geothermal reservoir

Japanese technology is involved in the opera-

and directing the steam produced there to tur-

tion of geothermal power installations around

bines to generate electricity. In recent years,

the world. More than 70% of geothermal power

geothermal power generation has attracted at-

worldwide is supplied using the equipment of

tention as a rare technique that emits no car-

Japanese corporations such as Fuji Electric,

bon dioxide (CO2) at the time of generating

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Toshiba.

power, is not dependent on weather condi-

The hot water and steam used to generate

tions, and is capable of a stable supply of ener-

geothermal power are not only heated to high

gy. The IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on

temperatures, but also highly pressurized and

Climate Change) issued a report on geother-

they contain hydrogen sulfide and other cor-

mal energy in April 2010 stating that “Increased

rosive elements. Therefore, the equipment

geothermal energy development is well suited

must be able to withstand both corrosion and

to climate change mitigation because it pro-

fatigue. High durability is a strong point of

vides base-load power.”

Japanese corporations.

At present, twenty-four countries including Japan are generating geothermal power.

Expanding the Potential

Total capacity for power generation installa-

With developments in geothermal power gen-

tions is highest in the United States, followed

eration underway worldwide, Fuji Electric

by the Philippines, Indonesia in third place,

completed the world’s largest single-unit

and Mexico in fourth place. To date, the total

power station for generating geothermal

global output of geothermal power generation

power, Nga Awa Purua, in New Zealand in May
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last year. The plant generates 140 MW of

geothermal power generation uses under-

power annually, which can cover the needs of

ground steam at temperatures above 150ºC to

about 450,000 households.

turn the turbines to generate power, but by

Fuji Electric traces the development of the

using a fluid with a low boiling point (pentane:

market for geothermal energy back to 1979. It

boiling point at 36ºC), binary power generation

started with the delivery of turbines to a plant

makes it possible to generate power using

constructed in El Salvador as part of a geother-

steam and boiling water at lower temperatures.

mal energy project. Fuji Electric was known as

Binary power generation is in the process of

a major geothermal steam turbine generator

spreading internationally as well. Japan’s larg-

supplier, mainly in the state of California in the

est geothermal power station, Hacchoubaru

United States, and in the 1990s it transformed

Geothermal Power Station operated by Kyushu

itself into a supplier of comprehensive power

Electric Power Company at Sujiyu Hot Spring

plants, undertaking geothermal power plants

in western Oita Prefecture in Kyushu, gener-

construction worldwide. Fuji Electric accounts

ates 2,000 kW of energy using the binary power

for 950 MW, or 45%, of the total output of geo-

generation system.

thermal power plants built around the world
over the past ten years.
Shigeto Yamada, general manager at the

Yamada comments, “By using this technology, the potential for geothermal power generation will expand even more in the future.”

Energy Business Headquarter of Fuji Electric

Japan ranks eighth in terms of the total ca-

comments, “In Iceland, where there are many

pacity of geothermal power installations, but

volcanoes and an abundance of geothermal en-

in terms of exploitable geothermal resource

ergy, a quarter of total electricity in the country

potential, Japan is third after Indonesia and

is provided by geothermal power, making it an

the United States. To date, geothermal energy

advanced country in the field. In Iceland, our

has been insufficiently utilized because of the

company recently announced plans to build a

high cost and the restrictions on development

plant to utilize geothermal power generation

posed by the location of geothermal resources

for aluminum smelters in the future.”

within national parks. As of this year, however,

In recent years, Iceland has focused on at-

there are moves underway to utilize geother-

tracting aluminum smelting plants from Europe

mal energy in Japan, with the Ministry of the

and welcomed investment from overseas. Large

Environment starting to study ways to relax

amounts of energy are required for smelting

regulations to promote geothermal power gen-

aluminum, but Iceland is importing bauxite,

eration, and with a decision to begin a survey

using cheap geothermal and hydroelectric

premised on binary power generation at Oguni-

power for smelting, and exporting the alumi-

machi in Kumamoto Prefecture in Kyushu in

num overseas.

this fiscal year. In addition, the major petro-

The binary power generation system is one

leum companies have announced a joint survey

of the geothermal energy technologies where

of geothermal power generation in Akita Pre-

Fuji Electric is focusing efforts. By its nature,

fecture and Hokkaido.
Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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Second Wind

Wind Lenses on the Ito
Campus of Kyushu University

W

Wind energy is attracting attention as a renewable,

crease electricity generation dramatically if you can

clean source of energy. As expectations for the

increase the speed of the wind and concentrate the

spread of wind power generation are rising, Profes-

wind energy in a small area, using the hydrodynamic

sor Yuji Ohya of the Research Institute for Applied

features of a structure, just as hydroelectric power

Mechanics, Kyushu University, has successfully de-

generation concentrates the energy of water using a

veloped an entirely new type of wind power genera-

dam. Professor Ohya focused on that point.

tion equipment, called the Wind Lens, which can

“If you make the diffuser shroud longer, wind ve-

generate two to five times the energy compared to a

locity becomes greater near the entrance to the

wind turbine of the same size.

equipment. However, in this case the wind power

Electricity generated using a wind turbine is pro-

generation equipment becomes larger, and produc-

portional to the cube of wind velocity. You can in-

tion costs rise,” said Professor Ohya. “So I looked for
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At present, twenty-five Wind Lenses are being trialed in Fukuoka Prefecture, home to Kyushu University. They are generating electricity as expected. As a
first step for creating high-density power generation
farms on the ocean using Japan’s very considerable
ocean area, a structure with a major axis of 18 meters, where Wind Lenses will be installed, is scheduled to float on Hakata Bay in Fukuoka Prefecture in
November. In a project for desert irrigation and
greening using high-efficiency Wind Lenses in Gansu,
China, undertaken by the New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development Organization (NEDO) in
FY2007 and FY2008, six Wind Lenses were installed,
creating an irrigation system that automatically supplies 20 cubic meters of water a day using electricity
generated by the Wind Lenses.
Operating the wind turbine in winds too strong
for the mechanism to handle would obviously be
problematic. Therefore, to investigate if there are
any weak points, a field test of the wind turbine is
being conducted in Scotland, known for its very
strong winds, with the support of Japan's Ministry
of the Environment.
Professor Ohya says, “We need a robust and durable structural material to enlarge the Wind Lens.
We are considering using super carbon fiber
(second-generation carbon fiber reinforced plastic
a way to increase wind velocity with a short diffuser.

[CFRP]), which is much stronger than conventional

I attached a part that will create vortices, called a

CFRP,” he said.

brim, around the exit of the diffuser. The attachment
of the brim defied conventional wisdom about wind

Wind Lens Mechanism

power generation, which posited that there should

Wind flow

Brim

be no obstacles in the way of the wind.”
vortices with a low-pressure area beyond them. Wind
flows into the low-pressure area, and wind velocity increases dramatically near the entrance of the diffuser.
That is the basic mechanism of the Wind Lens.

COURTESY OF YUJI OHYA

The brim around the wind turbine generates strong

Low-pressure region due
to strong vortics
Wind
flows into this region

Wind turbine
Diffuser shroud

Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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Coal for Our Times
Compared to wind power generation, coal-fired power generation seems “old,” but progress is
being made in the development of advanced techniques in this field. The Japan Journal’s Ames
Pomeroy reports on Japan’s world-leading clean coal technology.

A

As an energy resource, coal has three ad-

drawback. Since it is made up mostly of carbon,

vantages. First, unlike oil, it is not hidden only

when it is burned, much CO2 is produced com-

in certain locations. Second, compared to oil

pared with oil and natural gas. Large amounts

and natural gas, reserves are very large. [Ac-

of NOx and SOx are also produced.

cording to the 2010 BP Statistical Review, the

Due to this, Japan focuses on research and

proven reserves (the number of years possible

development of clean coal technology which

to continue production) for oil is 46 years, 63

will reduce environmental burden when using

years for natural gas and 119 years for coal.]

coal including reducing CO2 emissions along

The third advantage is low price.

with dust, SOx and NOx emissions.

Because of these reasons coal is widely used

One prominent technology that continues to

all over the world. “Approximately one quarter

be examined with the aim of marketing it within

of Japan’s electricity is produced by coal, so it is

a few years is Integrated coal Gasification Com-

a very important energy resource in Japan,”

bined Cycle (IGCC). Conventional coal-fired

says Minoru Yoshida, executive director of the

power generation burns coal to produce steam,

Japanese Center for Asia Pacific Coal Flow of

which then drives a turbine. IGCC transforms

Japan Coal Energy Center (JCOAL), which

coal into combustible gas, which is then used as

among other things develops coal technologies,

fuel for a gas turbine. In addition, the hot exhaust

supports their commercialization, and spreads

fumes produced when driving the gas turbine are

and transfers technologies.

fed into a boiler to produce steam which drives a

However, as an energy resource, coal has a

steam turbine. This means increased power generation efficiency because both gas turbines and
steam turbines are used to produce power.
Ten Japanese power companies including JPower have jointly built an IGCC demonstration
plant in Nakoso, Iwaki City, Fukushima Prefecture, where the demonstration of IGCC is being

COURTESY OF J-POWER

carried out in advance of its commercialization.
Yoshida states, “the power generation efficiency of existing coal-fired power generation
EAGLE pilot plant in Wakamatsu Research Institute in
Kitakyushu City, Fukuoka Prefecture

10
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is approximately 42%, but with IGCC, when it is
commercialized, power generation efficiency of

approximately 50% is expected to be achieved.”

The EAGLE (Coal Energy Application for

Of course, with an increase in power genera-

Gas, Liquid & Electricity) Project taking place

tion efficiency there is a reduction in production

at J-Power’s Wakamatsu Research Institute

of CO2. IGCC reduces the amount of CO2 emis-

(Kitakyushu City, Fukuoka Prefecture) is con-

sions by about 15% compared with conventional

ducting R&D on technologies that will play an

coal-fired power generation. In other words,

indispensable part in commercializing IGFC as

IGCC emits almost the same amount of CO2

well as IGCC.

and generates the same amount of power generation as that of oil-fired power generation.

Until now, the EAGLE Project has completed
the first step of developing a gas conversion

IGCC development is being conducted in

furnace that is able to produce coal gas at high

Europe and the United States as well. That IGCC

efficiency, and the second step of establishing a

is the oxygen-blown type, utilizing oxygen that

CO2 separation and collection technique.

has been separated from nitrogen in the air and

Through these technologies the efficient isola-

then used to convert coal into gas. The Nakoso

tion of CO2 from coal gas has become possible.

IGCC being developed is the air-blown type, uti-

By isolating CO2 it is possible to prevent al-

lizing air as is to convert coal to gas. The oxygen-

most any emissions from emitting outside, as

blown type requires that power which has been

well as making possible its collection and stor-

generated be used to produce oxygen. The air-

age. This technology is called CCS (carbon cap-

blown type aims to achieve high efficiency by

ture and storage). CCS is being researched not

reducing said energy penalty.

only in Japan, but also in countries all over the

Though the Nakoso demonstration plant

world. One place that CO2 can be stored is under-

was heavily damaged by the tsunami caused by

ground. By injecting it underground it can be se-

the Great East Japan Earthquake, it will be re-

questered from the atmosphere almost forever.

started at the end of July.

“Through the combination of IGFC and
CCS, coal-fired power generation with abso-

Going Underground

lutely zero CO2 emissions can be achieved,”

Work has also begun on R&D of a clean coal

states Yoshida. “I hope to promote this technol-

technology that goes even further than IGCC,

ogy abroad in the future.”

which is expected to be commercialized. Inte-

At present, J-Power is moving forward with

grated coal Gasification Fuel Cell combined

the third step of technological development at

cycle (IGFC) aims to achieve even more effi-

the Wakamatsu Research Institute, as well as

cient power generation than IGCC. This meth-

working with power companies in planning the

od, in addition to the gas turbine and steam tur-

construction of a large-scale demonstration test

bine, creates fuel consisting of hydrogen and

plant in Osaki, Hiroshima Prefecture, that re-

carbon monoxide in the coal gas, and generates

flects the fruits of research thus far. Proving

power in fuel cells. By using this method, CO2

tests, namely the Osaki CoolGen Project, will

emissions can be cut by around 30% compared

be run at this plant with the goal of actually im-

with existing coal-fired power plants.

plementing IGFC and CCS.
Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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Stepping Stones to “Smart”ness
Kitakyushu in Fukuoka Prefecture is a city of a million people situated in the far north of the main
island of Kyushu. The city is currently running a number of forward-thinking environmental projects
aimed at achieving a low-carbon society, including a verification project for the Kitakyushu Smart
Community Creation Project, launched last year. Masaki Yamada reports.

C

Characterized by its many iron foundries,

residents, the government and private compa-

from the beginning of the twentieth century

nies. The region has recovered in spectacular

until the 1960s the Kitakyushu region was

style, an accomplishment that has led to it being

known as the “Iron Town” which was the driv-

hailed as the “Miracle Town.”

ing force behind Japan’s modernization and

In 1997, the Government approved the Kita-

high economic growth. However, the flip side

kyushu Eco-Town Project, with a view to build-

to this industrial prosperity was a history

ing a resource recycling-oriented society that

plagued with serious air pollution as well as

reduces waste to zero by utilizing all waste

water pollution caused by wastewater drainage.

products of one industry as the raw materials of

A citizen-based movement gained momentum

another industry. In the Hibikinada area, Waka

in the late 1960s which eventually prompted the

matsu, situated in the city’s north, for example,

government and private companies to strength-

there are various recycling businesses engag-

en antipollution measures and led to the devel-

ing in PET bottle recycling, electric appliance

opment of initiatives that brought together local

recycling and automated recycling, as well as
research organizations such as universities.
In another initiative, the Kitakyushu Hydrogen Town project was newly launched in January 2011. The project marks a world-first attempt to use a pipeline to supply the hydrogen
generated in the iron manufacturing process at
iron foundries to operate fuel cells. The Fuku
oka Prefectural government and major city gas

COURTESY OF KITAKYUSHU CITY

utilities are conducting demonstration testing
on a joint basis. Spanning a total length of 1.2
km, the pipeline connects hydrogen stations
with Kitakyushu Hydrogen Town in the Higashida district of Yahatahigashi Ward. In the
A fuel-cell car recharges at Kitakyushu Hydrogen Town.
The hydrogen used is generated at Nippon Steel’s
Yahata refinery nearby.

12
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Higashida district, fourteen pure hydrogen fuel
cells are installed in a housing complex (com-

prising seven households), museum, home im-

ing stations.”

provement center and other locations. These

Regional energy-saving stations are the con-

fuel cells generate electricity by combining hy-

trol centers responsible for operating the smart

drogen and oxygen. By using this system, the

grid. In concrete terms, information such as

locations being supplied the electricity have

electricity rates and energy-saving guidance

successfully covered between twenty and sixty

based on the demand-supply situation for re-

percent of their electricity demands without

gional energy flows from these energy-saving

producing CO2 at the time of generation through

stations to homes and offices, and consumers

the use of cogeneration.

pick up this information at display terminals
through next-generation electric power meters

Citizen Participation

known as smart meters. In reverse, information

Kitakyushu City has also started the Kitakyushu

on electricity usage and the status of in-house

Smart Community Creation Project. In re-

solar power generation is consolidated from the

sponse, the Higashida district is investing 16.3

consumer side to the regional energy-saving

billion yen over the five-year period from fiscal

station. Through the efficient use of power

2010 to fiscal 2014 in the Project, which is

based on the information sent from the regional

founded on a basic plan to (1) adopt renewable

energy-saving stations, consumers not only

energies such as solar power generation on a

contribute to the stable usage of power across

large scale; (2) establish a consumer-participa-

the entire region, but can also enjoy benefits for

tory energy system by means of a smart grid;

themselves, including reduced electricity rates

(3) reduce energy consumption in places such

by using power in a “smart” manner.

as homes and buildings; (4) introduce electric

The Higashida district has already achieved

vehicles and fuel-cell cars on a large scale; and

a 30% reduction in CO2 emissions compared

(5) engage in highly comfortable and conve-

with regular districts in the city, and through

nient town development through these activi-

the demonstration testing seeks to reduce emis-

ties. (Kitakyushu Hydrogen Town is also a part

sions by at least 20% more.

of the demonstration project.)

“The Smart Community Creation Project en-

“One of the characteristics of this project is

visages four scenarios, namely smart life, smart

the participation of citizens in the use of ener-

offices, smart mobility and smart factories. We

gy. A system known as a smart grid has been

plan to use the demonstration results in

extremely important in promoting participa-

Higashida district as stepping-stones to expand-

tion on the part of citizens,” says Taihei Shiba-

ing the project to all areas of Kitakyushu. In ad-

ta, director of the Smart Community section at

dition, we are also thinking of translating the

the Kitakyushu City Office for Environmental

expertise and results gained through this expe-

Future City Promotion. “A smart grid is a sys-

rience to business-related areas, particularly in

tem which optimizes the demand and supply

the Asia region,” explains Shibata.

of regional electricity by utilizing IT technologies that revolve around regional energy-sav-

Masaki Yamada is a freelance writer.
Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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Steeled for Innovation
To date, Japan has achieved milestones in the development of energy
sources and improved energy efficiency through advancements in science
THE JAPAN JOURNAL

and technology. The Japan Journal’s Osamu Sawaji spoke with Dr. Naoki
Okumura, a former vice president of Nippon Steel Corporation who has
been involved in the research and development of iron and steel for
many years and is currently an executive member of Japan’s Council for
Science and Technology Policy, on how Japan should go about developing
science and technology to deal with the energy problems which have
emerged as an issue in the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake.

How will Japan’s energy supply
change due to the Great East Japan
Earthquake?

Dr. Naoki Okumura,
executive member of the
Council for Science and
Technology Policy

What are your thoughts on nuclear
power generation?
Ways to generate electricity that do not gener-

Dr. Naoki Okumura: As an overarching trend,

ate CO2 at the time of generation and can supply

the renewable energies which don’t generate

a definite amount of electricity in a stable man-

CO2 at the time of generation such as solar and

ner are currently limited to the likes of only nu-

wind power will account for an increasing pro-

clear power generation and geothermal power

portion. However, the downside to renewable

generation. It is highly likely that the accident

energies is that their generating capacity is af-

at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power

fected by weather. With current technologies,

Plant was caused by the loss of cooling func-

we cannot cover all of Japan’s power needs with

tions in the nuclear reactor due to the tsunami.

the use of renewable energy. Japan is an island

Of course, it’s logical to verify the safety of nu-

nation, and this means that unlike European na-

clear power generation, but the accident at

tions, we are unable to use power transmission

TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power

lines to import any shortfall in electricity from

Plant and the safety of nuclear power genera-

other countries. Consequently, for the meantime

tion overall need to be considered separately.

we will continue to use oil and coal-fired power

With regard to the accident at TEPCO’s

generation as well as nuclear power generation.

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, the

When considering power problems, the

government is making progress in the disclo-

three Es, namely Energy security, Environmen-

sure of information and in investigating the

tal protection and Economic sustainability are

cause, and I think this course of action is quite

important. Taking these aspects into account

correct. Since nuclear power generation is

and securing the year-round, stable supply of

being implemented in many countries, we have

electric power required by the country as a

an obligation to share the lessons learned from

whole is crucial to Japan’s economy.

the accident with the rest of the world.

14
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To date, Japan has developed various
energy-saving technologies. As
someone who has spent many years
involved in research and
development in the field of iron and
steel, what are the energy-saving
technologies with which you feel
Japan has made significant
contributions in the field?

in the Fourth Science and
Technology Basic Plan currently
being prepared?
We had initially planned to obtain cabinet approval for the Fourth Science and Technology
Basic Plan in March this year, but due to the
earthquake we are currently undertaking a review of the plan, which I think will be approved
by the cabinet in August. While this is still

Since the oil shock had occurred when I joined

under consideration, “a nation achieving recov-

Nippon Steel Corporation in the 1970s, on a

ery and revitalization from the earthquake di-

daily basis we had to think of energy-saving

saster, realizing sustainable growth and social

technologies regarding how to produce steel

development for the future” has been advanced

with limited energy. At the same time, we had

as one of the principles of the Basic Plan.

to produce better quality steel and achieve im-

In the area of energy, there is a focus on

proved productivity. Since the oil shock, every

the research and development of science and

Japanese company in the steel industry has

technology aimed at the stable supply of en-

faced that kind of trilemma. It is under these

ergy. In concrete terms, this is not limited to

circumstances that Japanese companies have

renewable energies and also cites technolo-

developed products such as “high-tension

gies such as high-efficiency thermal power

steel,” which features a lighter weight and im-

plants and storage batteries. Additionally, the

proved strength. By making cars lighter, this

idea of making progress in improvements to

made a significant contribution to improved

the safety of nuclear power generation is also

fuel efficiency. In addition, magnetic steel

dealt with.

sheets, an iron-core material used in the motors

The earthquake was a tragic event, but it

of electric vehicles and hybrid vehicles have

could also be said that it thrust the issues fac-

also been developed by Japanese companies.

ing Japan into stark relief. If we share an aware-

These developments have enabled high output

ness of what challenges we face and tackle so-

from motors.

lutions to these problems, the Japanese people

In terms of energy-saving technologies, I

will be able to achieve innovation. Since innova-

think Japan possesses a high level of competi-

tion could also take place through an accumula-

tiveness in “behind-the-scenes” fields that re-

tion of many small changes, it takes time. But

ceive little attention, such as the development

from my experience working in the private sec-

of these materials.

tor, I am convinced that amid myriad restrictions such as cost and quality, that the Japanese

What kinds of things can we expect
to see in response to the earthquake

people possess the capacity to solve these issues through the power of teamwork.
Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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Grand Canyoning
Two Hours from Tokyo

W

“Woahhhh!”

Minakami-machi. “Minakami had always been

Tossed about by a rapid current, the inflatable raft

crowded with skiers in the winter, but there weren’t

pitches violently up and down, and a whoop of de-

many visitors during the rest of the year. So I started

light goes up from the participants.

up rafting as an activity that could be enjoyed in

Whitewater rafting on inflatable rafts is popular on

spring and summer too.”

the Tone-gawa river, which flows through Minakami-

Harris learned Japanese at senior high school and

machi in Gunma Prefecture, about a two-hour drive

university in New Zealand, coming to Japan for the

from Tokyo.

first time in 1992 as an exchange student. After

“When the Tone-gawa swells with snowmelt, its

graduating from university in New Zealand, his love

rapid currents are world-class,” says New Zealander

of outdoor sports led him to work at a ski resort in

Mike Harris, who runs an outdoor sports company in

Nagano Prefecture. When he visited Minakami-machi

16
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Mike Harris (center) shares a laugh with raft riders
before heading down the river.

mouth or via the Internet. The town’s proximity to
Tokyo and the novelty value of a foreigner-run operation drew the attention of the media, and people
flocked to take part.
The founding of Harris’s company was followed by
a string of other outdoor sports companies setting
up in Minakami-machi. Now there are nearly a dozen.
The tours offered by these companies offer not only

An inflatable raft pitches violently
up and down in the Tone-gawa river.

BOTH PHOTOS MASATOSHI SAKAMOTO

rafting and canyoning, but canoeing, mountain biking, bungee jumping, and every conceivable kind of
outdoor sport, from spring through to fall.
Harris’s company employs staff of various nationalities, including Australians, Brazilians and Americans. As a result, 20 percent of the tour participants
in spring and summer are foreign tourists from Asia
or Europe and North America, while in winter foreign
in 1995 and saw the Tone-gawa rapids, Harris was

tourists and students from international schools ac-

convinced that the rafting that was popular on the

count for 80 percent.

rivers of his native country, New Zealand, could also

“Since the earthquake, the number of participants

be enjoyed here. There and then he resolved to

has unfortunately fallen off, but Japan is really safe,

move to Minakami-machi and, together with a friend,

so I think that by winter at the latest the number of

set up an outdoor sports company that conducts

participants will get back to normal,” says Harris.

rafting and canyoning tours—making your way down

“Minakami-machi has mountains, virgin forest, rivers

a river via natural waterslides and jumps in gorges.

and lakes, all the conditions needed to enjoy outdoor

Until then, Japanese people had not been very fa-

pursuits. It is also close to Tokyo, and is a perfect

miliar with rafting and canyoning, but the idea that

place to spend the summer, so I would like to see

these were fun activities soon spread by word of

lots of people coming here!”
Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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Subtle

Ways
to Beat

the Heat

Randy Channell shares a laugh
with an attendant at Komai-tei
as she prepares sukiyaki on the
restaurant’s kawadoko
extension alongside the Kamogawa river in Kyoto.

Canadian Randy Channell came to Japan in the early 1980s to study budo (Japanese martial arts)
and began his studies in chanoyu (the Way of Tea) shortly thereafter. In 1993 he was granted
permission to study at the Urasenke Gakuen Professional College of Chado, graduating in 1996. He
presently teaches the Way of Tea in Kyoto at a shrine just east of the Imperial Palace and owns a
small Japanese café/gallery near the Nijo-jo castle. He recently produced his own Japanese tea
blend as well as a line of obi/kimono (formal traditional Japanese attire). The Japan Journal’s Ames
Pomeroy interviewed him.

Kyoto is a popular destination for
tourists throughout the year, but the
city really shines in the summer.
Here we are on the kawadoko
(special restaurant floor extensions
above the river shore that are a
18
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seasonal tradition in Kyoto)... Tell
us about this form of enjoying
summer in this city.
Randy Channell: To be honest I do not come
to the kawadoko every year, though this year I

hear there are close to 100 along the river so

chanoyu) that states simply, natsuwa suzushiku,

there are a lot to choose from for those wanting

fuyuwa atatakani (in summer suggest coolness;

to. Besides the traditional Kyoto fare there are

in winter, warmth). To that end we use utensils

many different dining experiences as well: ev-

that reflect the season and dress accordingly.

erything from French and Italian to Korean and

Though the yukata (informal traditional Japa-

Thai—something for everyone. Beside the ex-

nese attire) is not exactly proper for tea they

cellent cuisine that can be found though, part of

are very common in the summer and in recent

the charm of the kawadoko is to escape the op-

years I have noticed many more young men

pressive summer heat of Kyoto and share time

wearing them with their girlfriends. I think this

drinking and eating with friends and co-workers.

is a nice trend. To suggest coolness during a

Like today there is usually a cool breeze blow-

tea serving for example we use utensils that will

ing off the Kamo-gawa river and before you

give the guest a hint of something cool. An ob-

know it you will have forgotten about the heat!

vious example would be to use something made
of glass or crystal. Another more subtle example

Kyoto, of course, is particularly hot
in the summer, because it is located
in a basin, which may explain why
the Japanese have so many ingenious
ways to tackle the summer heat,
often using purely natural means…

would be a scroll making a reference to a cool

A few years ago here in Japan the government

Being adjacent to a sizable river
means there is a good breeze rushing
over the cool surface of the water.

started a campaign called “Cool Biz” to reduce
electric consumption and thereby reduce CO2

mountain breeze. A chilled sweet, the use of a
hirajawan (wide-mouthed low bowl so the heat
of the tea dissipates more quickly) can all help
in creating an atmosphere for the guest to enjoy
a summer tea serving.

emission. The Way of Tea has been doing this
for centuries! There is a saying that comes from

Yes, the image of running water is another

the Seven Rules of Rikyu (the founder of

method used in tea to suggest coolness in the
summer. The design can be seen on many dif-
ferent tea utensils and even on kimono and
obi (a sash used for kimono). In the really hot
summer months here in Kyoto you can hear

BOTH PHOTOS BY TADASHI AIZAWA

the tinkling of metal or glass wind chimes.
For many this also creates an image of cool-
ness. So you can see that by using the senses
one can achieve the perception of coolness
without resorting to turning the air-condition-
kawadoko extensions like this one at Komai-tei draw
thousands to the Kamo-gawa river every night in summer.

ing on full blast. This should help make Kyoto
summers palatable indeed.
Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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The Great Summer
Festivals of Tohoku

COURTESY OF AKITA KANTO EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Akita Kanto Festival (August 3–6)
The Akita Kanto Festival is held in Akita
City, Akita Prefecture. A kanto is a
bamboo pole hung with paper lanterns.
Kanto’s can be as large as 12 m in
height, carrying forty-six paper lanterns
and weighing 50 kg.
The people that carry these kanto,
sashite, parade through the city. There
are around 250 kanto. The magnificent
performances by sashite balancing the
kanto on their back or shoulder,
accompanied by chanting, is very
exciting for spectators.

Aomori

COURTESY OF YAMAGATA HANAGASA COMMITTEE

Yamagata Hanagasa Festival (August 5–7)
The Yamagata Hanagasa Festival is held in Yamagata City,
Yamagata Prefecture. A hanagasa is a hat decorated with
Yamagata’s own safflowers. During the Yamagata Hanagasa
Festival, around 10,000 dancers parade through the city dressed
in attractive outfits, dancing while holding their hanagasa. These
dancing groups are incredibly impressive, dancing in perfect
unison accompanied by mighty chants and majestic music.

20
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Akita
Iwate

Yamagata

Miyagi

Fukushima

Aomori Nebuta Festival (August 2–7)
Every year approximately 3 million tourists come to the
Aomori Nebuta Festival in Aomori City, Aomori Prefecture.
Nebuta are paper models constructed in the likeness of
kabuki characters or historical figures, fictional beasts, or
gods and such. The largest are around 9 m wide, 5 m tall and
7 m deep. About forty of these multi-colored nebuta are
mounted on floats and paraded around the city accompanied
COURTESY OF AOMORI NEBUTA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
by music from flutes and drums in a dynamic display.
Dancers called haneto (jumping people) are a feature of this festival. As long as you are wearing a
haneto costume, anyone can participate as a haneto without any registration ahead of time necessary.

Morioka Sansa Odori Festival (August 1–4)
The Morioka Sansa Odori is a festival held in Morioka City,
Iwate Prefecture. The festival was started in 1978 to introduce
in Morioka a new Sansa dance based on the traditional dances
that have been performed throughout the areas surrounding
Morioka since the Edo period (1603–1867). The highlight is
the more than 30,000 dancers from over 200 groups dancing
in rhythm to flutes and drums.

COURTESY OF ORGANIZAING COMMITTEE OF MORIOKA SANSA ODORI FESTIVAL

COURTESY OF FUKUSHIMA WARAJI MATSURI

Sendai Tanabata Festival (August 6–8)
Tanabata festivals are held nationwide in the summer, but the Sendai Tanabata
Festival is the biggest and most elaborate, famous in particular for the huge
fukinagashi decorations which line the city’s streets (see story on page 22). The
event derives from a Chinese legend in which a married couple, Hikoboshi (Altair)
and Orihime (Vega), who have been separated, are able to cross the Milky Way
and meet on July 7. In Japan, on either July 7 or August 7 (in the case of Sendai),
people write a wish on a tanzaku (strip of paper), tie it to a bamboo branch, and
pray for the wish’s fulfillment.

Fukushima Waraji Matsuri (August 6)
Fukushima Waraji Matsuri is held in Fukushima City,
Fukushima Prefecture. Waraji are sandals woven from straw.
At the start of the festival, Japan’s largest waraji, measuring
12 m and weighing 2 tons, is dedicated at the festival
grounds. Afterwards, timed Waraji Races are run down the
streets of the city, with people pulling 3.5 m, 130 kg waraji
or 850 kg portable shrines. Many citizens also participate in
the festival by enthusiastically performing Waraji Dances.

The September issue of Highlighting JAPAN will report on some of these festivals in detail.

Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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Giant Streamers for the Stars

A

At the Narumiya Kamishoji workshop in Sendai,

or cranes hanging down from it.

Miyagi Prefecture, seven or eight women are cutting

Fukinagashi were originally just one of seven tradi-

paper in a variety of colors such as red, blue and yel-

tional sasakazari decorations used during Tanabata

low, and folding them into pleated flower  petals.

festivals, but they are by far the most popular deco-

Hanging from the ceiling are several giant kusudama

ration used in the Sendai festival. Sasazakari are

(decorative balls) the ladies have made measuring

bamboo branches adorned with mini lanterns, robes

upwards of 70 cm in diameter.

and other objects made from paper. During the Sen-

These are fukinagashi streamers for the Sendai
Tanabata Festival to be held from August 6 to 8 in

dai Tanabata Festival, around 3,000 sasakazari are
on display throughout the city.

Sendai. Sendai is famous for its fukinagashi, which

Ranko Yamamura of Narumiya Kamishoji says,

reach 4 meters in height, decorated with a kusudama

“Even though our company’s building was damaged

at the very top and long thin strips of Japanese paper

in the earthquake, we had absolutely no intention to
stop making the Tanabata Festival
decorations. Before the quake as
well as after, our conviction as professionals to make solid decorations hasn’t changed in the least.”
Narumiya Kamishoji produces
about two-thirds of the sasakazari
that decorate the city. During the
months of June and July leading
up to the festival, the work goes
on outside the Narumiya Kamishoji
workshop as well, with around
100 people producing them in
their homes.
“Since the earthquake, I haven’t
noticed a particular decline in tourists, but I’m hoping that the Tana
bata Festival will be an opportunity

MASATOSHI SAKAMOTO

to attract even more tourists to
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Sendai,” says Yamamura.
Women making sasakazari for the
Tanabata Festival at Narumiya
Kamishoji in Sendai

TOPICS

Hope beyond the Disaster

O

On June 24, the Japanese government enact-

ed the Basic Act on Reconstruction from the

to the Prime Minister from the Reconstruction
Design Council on June 25.

Great East Japan Earthquake, which aims to de-

The proposal, titled “Toward Reconstruc-

fine the basic concept for achieving a recovery

tion—Hope beyond the Disaster,” offers plans

in those parts of Japan that were devastated by

for achieving a recovery in the affected areas.

the earthquake, facilitate smooth and rapid re-

The framework ideas of the proposal are listed

covery, and to rebuild a vital Japan. Under this

as “Seven Principles for the Reconstruction

new legislation, Tatsuo Hirano was appointed

Framework,” and suggest, for example, “For

Minister for Reconstruction in response to the

us, the surviving, there is no other starting

Great East Japan Earthquake and Goshi Hosono

point for the path to recovery than to remember

was appointed Minister for the Restoration from

and honor the many lives that have been lost.

and Prevention of Nuclear Accidents.

Accordingly, we shall record the disaster for

On June 28, Prime Minister Naoto Kan held

eternity, including through the creation of me-

the first meeting of the Headquarters for the

morial forests and monuments, and we shall

Reconstruction from the Great East Japan

have the disaster scientifically analyzed by a

Earthquake that was established within the

broad range of scholars to draw lessons that

Prime Minister’s Cabinet under the Basic Act.

will be shared with the world and passed down

At the meeting, Dr. Makoto Iokibe, chair of the

to posterity.”

Reconstruction Design Council in Response to

The Headquarters for the Reconstruction

the Great East Japan Earthquake, explained the

from the Great East Japan Earthquake will work

contents of the proposal which was submitted

from the proposals of the Reconstruction Design Council in drafting a basic
policy on reconstruction and
pushing the plan forward. In his
speech to open the Headquarters, Kan said, “I ask that you do
your utmost to ensure that the
reconstruction work meets the
expectations of the people and
proceeds promptly, without interrupting any of the measures
we have taken to date and the

Prime Minister Naoto Kan delivers the opening address at the meeting of
the Headquarters for the Reconstruction from the Great East Japan
Earthquake.

measures we need to make moving forward.”
Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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YAMATO NADESHIKO

The term “Yamato nadeshiko” (“Yamato” is an ancient name for
Japan and “nadeshiko” is a type of carnation) is used to describe
the ideal, quintessentially beautiful Japanese women. Traditionally,
the term evokes very quiet and reserved females. However, a new
kind of Yamato nadeshiko is emerging. They work actively in Japan
and beyond as pioneers in different fields.
The first part of this series, which looks at this new era of Yamato
nadeshiko, features Emiko Okuyama, mayor of the city of Sendai
THE JAPAN JOURNAL

in Miyagi Prefecture. Osamu Sawaji of The Japan Journal interviews
this woman, who is working on the frontlines to help foster
recovery from the Great East Japan Earthquake.

How are the initiatives to reconstruct
the city of Sendai progressing?

this.

So,

we

Emiko Okuyama, mayor of
Sendai

look forward to
welcoming tourists from around the country

Mayor Emiko Okuyama: In March, we had

and from around the world.

infrastructure such as water supply, electricity,
and rail transport down, as well as a fuel shortage that caused long waiting lines at filling stations. In April, however, the infrastructure was

In August, Tohoku is home to the
Tanabata Festival and many other
festive events.

mostly back in operation and people were returning to their normal lifestyles, except coastal

The Tohoku summer is short. So the people of

regions damaged by the tsunami and parts of

Tohoku use these festivals from early to mid

mountainous regions.

August to celebrate their summer. It is a re-

At the peak, there were 105,000 people
housed in evacuation centers. By the end of

gional tradition that has existed for hundreds
of years.

June, securing temporary houses such as pre-

If you use Sendai as the pivotal point, the

babricated houses and other private apart-

rail network offers easy access to other Tohoku

ments for victims who lost their homes lies

cities with summer festivals, such as Yamagata,

within the purview.

Morioka, and Aomori.

We had a target of ensuring that domestic

Tohoku has many attractions. Take cuisine

or overseas visitors to the Tanabata Festival in

for example. Not only seafood but also wild veg-

August would experience no inconvenience in

etables and mushrooms provide culinary de-

Sendai, and we came very close to achieving

lights. In the southern portion of Iwate Prefec-
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ture where Hiraizumi is located, which was

nal youth.

recently added to the World Cultural Heritage

The numerousness of young people is sig-

list, and in the northern part of Miyagi Prefec-

nificant to the city’s culture. A large number of

ture, there is well-known rice cake cuisine. You

them take part as volunteers in, for example,

can enjoy a wide range of rice cake dishes com-

the Jozenji Street Jazz Festival in September,

bined with sesame, walnut, grated daikon rad-

the Michinoku Yosakoi Festival in October, and

ish, and other ingredients.

the Sendai Pageant of Starlight in December.

Sendai is also well known as being home to
the hiyashi chuka cold noodles dish. Since it is

Sendai is unique in that students are a symbol
of the city.

available in summer only, I encourage people to
try it when you come to Sendai in summer.

What is your favorite place in the
city?

The Sendai City Government
announced its bid to host the United
Nations World Conference on Disaster
Reduction in 2015. What is behind
this bid?

I love the view from the promenade along the
Hirose-gawa river that flows in the city of Send-

Sendai has a population of 1.05 million. I think it

ai. Walking along the river, the sight of Tohoku

is unprecedented in world history for an earth-

University and Aoba-jo castle enables you to

quake of a magnitude of 9.0 and a massive tsu-

feel an atmosphere that is unique to our city. It

nami to strike near a city with a population of

is lovely to do so all through the year, on sunny

this size. The earthquake caused water supply,

days and on rainy days. I often did it when I was

electricity, rail transport, and other infrastruc-

a university student, because it is free!

ture to fail for a while. However, we managed to

In summer, we have a fireworks festival. I

restore service very quickly. Traveling at a

think many people remember walking along

speed of 300 km per hour, Shinkansen trains

the Hirose-gawa and watching fireworks to-

stopped as soon as the preliminary vibrations

gether with their boyfriends or girlfriends.

were detected. This enabled them to avoid derailing. It is the duty of Sendai to share our ex-

You call Sendai the “City of Eternal
Youth.” Where does the name come
from?

perience, technical knowledge, and lessons for
the future with other cities around the world.
In the badly hit coastal region, we hope to
complete the removal of rubble within the year.

In the Sendai metropolitan area, there are about

And next year, we will be working to restore

twenty institutions of higher education and ap-

farmland, recover the drainage function of

proximately 70,000 students. So we have a large

farmland, remove salt from the soil, and develop

population of young people. And because they

salt-resistant crops. I hope that the world will

are students, the young population is changing

see a new kind of agriculture in the coastal area

constantly. That is why Sendai is a city of eter-

when the Conference takes place in 2015.
Highlighting Japan JULY 2011
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All Aizu on

Bitowa
In the sleepy historical city of Aizu-Wakamatsu, three hours north of Tokyo by train in Fukushima
Prefecture, a small collective is working to combine modern sensibilities with the region’s 400-yearold tradition of lacquerware, and help take the craftsmanship of the local artisans to the twentyfirst century global marketplace. Gavin Blair reports.

T

The history of urushi lacquerware in the

wars that befell Japan in the years that followed,

Aizu area can be traced back to 1590 when

but by the late nineteenth century, the city had

Gamo Ujisato, the local feudal lord of the area

established itself as a center of excellence for

set its development in motion by introducing

lacquered crafts.

the tradition from his previous fiefdom in what

Like traditional crafts around the world

is now Shiga Prefecture in central Japan. Aizu,

however, Aizu lacquerware has faced a chal-

and its industries, were damaged by the civil

lenging environment in recent years, with
cheap imports and an
aging body of artisans
threatening its survival. Bitowa was formed
in 2005 by a group of
younger businesspeople with plans to bring
together local crafts-

ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF BITOWA

men,
range

of

the

products

they make, and market

them

under

a

common brand.
The “BITOWA” line is a series of products decorated with the Bitowa brand crest
using the taka-makie style of high-relief lacquer on a base executed by hana-nuri
lacquering with grinding, the main characteristic of Aizu lacquerware. Pictured, a
cotton box, cup and soap dispenser.
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The Bitowa group
partnered with Japan
Brand even before it

began officially displaying and selling its pieces

items such as radio casings, TV stands and

in 2006.

iPhone covers (prototype). Although not all the

“We had more than twelve companies in the

traditional artisans in Aizu agree with the new

group at the beginning, but not everyone agreed

directions they’ve taken, the enthusiasm and

on the way we were doing things, so now it’s

passion of the group have convinced many that

settled down to four companies,” says Norihiro

embracing new ideas is essential for this quiet

Endo, managing director of Endo Tadashi Sho-

old city to survive.

ten, a lacquerware workshop with a long history

“The processes that go into traditional lac-

in the Aizu-Wakamatsu and one of the Bitowa
founding companies.
Endo explained that all the current partners
in Bitowa were natives of Aizu-Wakamatsu who
had moved to Tokyo to pursue careers in fields
as diverse as finance, music, business consulting and astronautical engineering, before returning to their hometown determined to revive
their local industry.
“We’ve all faced some hard times but we all
have a lot of pride in the monodzukuri manufacturing of Aizu and don’t want to see it disappear”
says Endo.

One Piece, Multiple Talents
What sets apart the way Aizu lacquerware
products are made is that each of the elements
that make up the pieces is carried out by a different artisan.
“A sowashi makes the flat pieces of wood for
boxes or trays, and a kijishi makes bowls and
other round pieces. Then an itamono-nurishi

Bitowa’s “Modern” series combines elegant design with
a sense of casualness. Products in this series, like the
little containers pictured, come in white, turquoise
green, magenta, orange, yellow green, and navy.

applies lacquer to the flat pieces, and a
marumono-nurishi does the same for round

quer are so intricate that they end up being very

items. Finally, a makie-shi coats the designs on

expensive,” says Endo. “So we’ve simplified

the surfaces of the pieces,” explains Endo.

some of them, such as reducing the number of

While maintaining the traditional elements of
the region’s crafts, the Bitowa group has adapted
them to suit contemporary tastes and needs.
The various Bitowa ranges now include

lacquer layers, in order to create goods that can
be used for everyday life, not just decoration.”
Nevertheless, even the supposed simplified pieces display the character and craftsHighlighting Japan JULY 2011
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manship that has developed over four centu-

And also put something back into the middle

ries in the Aizu Urushi tradition. The wooden

of the community.”

canisters used for holding Japanese tealeaves,

The city’s other major industry is tourism,

and the wooden cups from the same range,

due to its impressive castle and samurai his-

are striking both in their simplicity and their

tory. However, this year many tour groups

incredible lightness.

have cancelled their trips amid radiation

The Bitowa group has already begun selling

fears, simply because Aizu-Wakamatsu is in

its goods globally online, and has direct sales

Fukushima Prefecture. The city is located 100

channels to Germany, France and China.

km inland from the crisis-hit nuclear plant

next year and also start exhibiting and selling
some of our pieces in Shanghai and Beijing,”

and a range of mountains in-between mean it
is apparently unaffected.
“Look, the radiation readings here are lower

The Bitowa “Order” line focuses on furniture such as chests, dressers and TV
board, table and stools.

explains Endo enthusiastically.

than they are in Tokyo,” says Ichiro Kanke,

Closer to home, where the Bitowa group

mayor of Aizu-Wakamatsu, pointing to a Geiger

members’ hearts definitely are, a Bitowa café is

counter on his desk that fluctuated between

opening in July in Aizu-Wakamatsu.

0.03 and 0.06 microsiverts an hour as he spoke.

“It’s going to be in that space there,” says

“If you check the background radiation read-

Endo, proudly pointing out a shop currently

ings of certain other major cities abroad, you’ll

being renovated in the middle of the city. “We

find they’re higher than they are here.”

are going to use Bitowa items as serving dishes in the café, and put other products on dis-

Gavin Blair is a freelance journalist living in Tokyo who writes for

play in Aizu too—we hope to sell some as well.

publications in the United Kingdom, United States and Asia.
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COURTESY OF BITOWA

“We are planning to test market in London

THE NATION’S MUSEUMS

ROBERT GILHOOLY

The Adachi
Museum of Art

Tokonoma alcoves traditionally feature a
hanging scroll of calligraphy or fine art; the
alcove in this room is a “living” hanging
scroll, offering visitors a constantly changing
view of the White Gravel and Pine Garden.
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THE NATION’S MUSEUMS

ALL PHOTOS BY ROBERT GILHOOLY

Many views from the museum
demonstrate the shakkei principle of
incorporating background landscape
into the garden composition, such as
this view of the Dry Landscape Garden.

All art museums change their exhibitions from time

six distinct yet connected traditional gardens. The

to time. Not many are able to redefine their entire

reception garden seems designed to calm and en-

environment in tune with the changing seasons.

chant me with its flowers, bird life, breezes and neat

Julian Ryall visits the Adachi Museum of Art.

gravel. I pause for several minutes to let my mind

T

and body adjust.

The Adachi Museum of Art has combined an im-

pressive collection of works by some of the greatest
Japanese artists with a garden that surrounds the
building where they are displayed that is little short
of magnificent.
Founded in 1980 by the late Zenko Adachi, the
garden has been meticulously constructed to take
visitors through its seasonal expressions of natural
beauty, which complement the paintings that hang
on the interior walls.
Entering the museum, I am greeted by the first of
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The toritsugi no ma entranceway (a four-mat tatami
room), which is one of four rooms in the Juryu-An Tea
House. On the right, a hanging scroll which spells out
the name of the tea house.

Access and Admission

Address:
The Adachi Museum of Art, 320 Furukawa-cho, Yasugi City, Shimane Prefecture, 692-0064
Tel: +81 854-28-7111 Fax: +81 854-28-6733
Website: www.adachi-museum.or.jp/e/index.html
Opening Hours:
From 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily from April to September and
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. between October and March.
Admission: Adults ¥2,200; University students, ¥1,700; High school students, ¥900; children, ¥400.

Before reaching the Moss Garden—replete with pine trees and
carefully positioned rocks where
the mosses can thrive—a short
detour takes in the Juryu-An Tea
House, where I am encouraged to
sample the green tea as I admire
a garden that has been subject to
the most painstaking attention.
Like the rest of the gardens, not a
leaf, rock or pine needle is out of
place. The gravel has been raked

Yokoyama Taikan “Mt. Fuji” (1942)
The Adachi Museum of Art holds the largest single
collection of paintings by Yokoyama Taikan. Pictured,
one of many paintings by the artist depicting Mt. Fuji.

to perfection. The only sounds I
can hear are of the wind and waterfalls designed to

window onto the garden beyond. I find myself en-

spill delicately into lower pools. Of all the gardens

tranced by the living, moving artwork that it frames.

that I pass through at the museum, this is the most
enchanting. It is quintessentially Japanese.

The final outdoors exhibit is the White Gravel and
Pine Garden, which expresses an image painted by

The Dry Landscape Garden derives its beauty from

Yokoyama Taikan and is the perfect way to make the

its harmony with nature and the art of shakkei, or

transition from the gardens—which have been rec-

“borrowed landscape.” Here, the central rock forma-

ognized in the Michelin Travel Guide to Japan with

tion evokes a mountain. The “water” which flows

three stars—into the interior displays.

into the ocean from the mountain is described by

Here, the works of Yokoyama Taikan feature

white sand, without the use of water. In contrast, the

large in the museum’s highly prized collection.

Pond Garden has koi carp in its waters, flitting be-

Adachi had echoed other critics’ assessments that

neath stone bridges and up close to the rocks that

a painter such as Yokoyama only emerges every

line its sides.

300 years or so. And as I admire his paintings, I

Interestingly, there is a house near the Pond Gar-

find it hard to disagree.

den in which Zenko used to live, wherein I found an
unusual tokonoma alcove. This alcove does not fea-

Julian Ryall is the Japan correspondent for the Daily Telegraph

ture the conventional scroll, but instead has an open

and freelances for publications around the world.
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SWEET OF THE MONTH

Asagao

朝顔

asa

gao

“Asagao” is the Japanese name for the morning glory. The plant flowers in the
summer, which is when the traditional Japanese sweet by the same name also
makes its appearance. The pink “flower” part of the sweet is made of nerikiri,
produced by mixing white bean paste with glutinous rice.The green “leaf”
part is made with yokan (red bean paste sweet). Edible coloring powders are
blended into the mixture to give the sweet its subtle hues.
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